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How do you handle
more work in the
middle of a labor
shortage, without
burning out your
staff?

Simple (for us): by automating
repetitive, manual tasks wherever
you can.

Robotic process automation (RPA)
has dramatically increased in its
adoption over the past few years,
and HR teams are starting to take
notice. The Society for Human
Resource Management (SHRM) says
that the use of RPA in HR work
increased by over 50% in 2020
alone.

By far and away, the biggest benefit
HR teams are getting out of these
custom automations is the ability to
focus on the work that humans do
best: taking care of other people. A
2018 study by
PricewaterhouseCoopers found that
as many as 45% of workers surveyed
prefer taking HR concerns to 

humans face to face over
digital and automated
interactions.

This means that
maintenance and busywork
isn’t just better suited for
RPA, but that offloading
those repetitive tasks to
free up bandwidth may be
critical in serving the most
necessary function of the
HR team: taking care of
employees.

But what is RPA?

Robotic process
automation, or RPA for
short, is automation
software that handles
tedious, manual digital
tasks and transfers the
work of a human worker to
a digital worker. RPA saves
HR teams time and money
while enhancing
productivity by allowing
team members to focus on
human needs, rather than a
spreadsheet’s.

https://thoughtfulautomation.com/
https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/spring2020/pages/robotic-process-automation-comes-to-hr.aspx
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/consulting/library/consumer-intelligence-series/tech-at-work.html
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What are digital
workers?

RPA IS A GAME-
CHANGER FOR 
HR TEAMS

A digital worker is a software robot
that never sleeps, never takes time
off, and never forgets to do
something because they’re
overwhelmed.

These workers are a bit of custom
programming that lives inside of
your systems, clicking on links,
importing data, sending emails, and
even reading documents, with
absolute precision.

To demonstrate just how
widespread RPA’s
usefulness is (and why so
many HR teams are
investing in it), we’ve
compiled a list of real-life
examples of RPA helping
HR teams reduce cost, save
time, improve morale, and
reduce errors.

https://thoughtfulautomation.com/
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#1 – Recruiting & Scraping

Recruiters can get burned out by their work quickly. In a challenging
labor market, it's essential to protect the working health of your
recruiters so they stick around.

A digital worker can prevent recruiter burnout, sourcing applicants
around the clock with more accuracy than a human worker, and no
personal bias. After sourcing applicants, this digital worker can also
screen resumes and candidates, pull LinkedIn profiles, and email the
shortlisted candidates to the hiring manager.

6 GAME-
CHANGING RPA
USE CASES FOR 
HR TEAMS

#2 – Hiring & Onboarding

Hiring and onboarding just one person can take weeks, and can get
expensive quickly. According to the Society For Human Resources
Foundation, the average cost of hiring just one person was $4,129 in
2020.

Fortunately, the process of onboarding contains numerous
repetitive and rules-based tasks that RPA is excellent at handling.

Once a hiring decision is made, the digital worker can then manage 

https://thoughtfulautomation.com/
https://sso.shrm.org/IDBUS/SHRM/PORTAL-EE/JOSSO/SSO/REDIR?josso_cmd=login&josso_partnerapp_id=portal-sp
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#3 – Timesheet Corrections

the onboarding process from start to finish, ensuring that
paperwork is filled out completely, and that the candidate receives
and reviews any necessary training materials.

#4 – Employee Data Management

Did Susan in accounting move? Did Jake in sales need to add a
dependent?

Digital workers can log in and out of apps and software to input
this information directly into your employee database, so that you’re
not bouncing between inbox and dashboard, trying to keep up.

#5 – Payroll Processing

Payroll processing each month is a repetitive and time-consuming
task that every HR team deals with. Because of the volume involved,
there are often errors and inaccuracy, causing duplication of effort
that can result in delays in payment. It’s frustrating for the
employee, and it’s stressful for the HR team.

A digital worker can verify employee data across multiple systems
and validate timesheets, earnings, and tax deductions, and even 

Timesheet corrections can create an enormous amount of manual
work, and even cause errors in payroll if not processed promptly.
With the right process in place, a digital worker can amend those
timesheets for you, and even send you an email to keep you in the
loop.

https://thoughtfulautomation.com/
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Changes in payroll records
Attendance management
Time entry validations
Resignation handling
Payroll deductions

handle quarterly reporting. Digital workers can also administer
taxable benefits and other reimbursements, and manage benefit
changes on behalf of your human team. 

Just within the payroll function, RPA can help with payroll functions
such as:

#6 – Travel and Expense
Management

Save the receipt hunting for the digital workers.

Digital workers can collect missing documents for you, and input
expense reports into your payment software to ensure that
employees get reimbursed promptly for work-related expenses.
Use a digital worker for expense tracking and management, and
even to track travel details for conferences and company retreats.

https://thoughtfulautomation.com/


Contact Sales

FIND THE RIGHT RPA
SOLUTION FOR YOUR TEAM

HR teams are closer to the burnout problem than 
anyone, and they know that people can’t pour from 
empty cups.

Give your team back the magic that brought them 
into HR, and automate the repetitive tasks that are 
holding them back. Contact our sales team at 
Thoughtful to learn more about our pioneering 
automation-as-a-service model, and get a plan for 
your team.


